Concerts in the church of Saessolsheim (France) - 2022
30 minutes from Strasbourg, in direction of Saverne

❀ Great concert : St John Passion by J. S. Bach with Gli Angeli.
Wednesday, march the 16th at 20:00. The ensemble of Geneva comes
back to Saessolsheim with 32 musicians, among them Julian
Prégardien (England, evangelist), Aleksandra Lewandowska
(Poland, soprano), Jenny Högström (Sweden, soprano),
Alex Potter (England, contra-tenor), Maximilian Vogler
(Germany, tenor), Stephan MacLeod (Geneva, bass and
direction), Benoît Arnould (bass), Leila Schayegh (Basel,
violin), Romina Lischka (Austria, viola di Gamba), Alexis
Kossenko (France, traverso), Emmanuel Laporte (France,
oboe)… Projection of the sung german text and french
translation on a screen during the performance.
Concert on reservation. The sooner you reserv, the better places you get !
Entrance : •20€
•30€  (places before and on the gallery)
•10€ (places without good sight)

❀ Ninth concert of the

Beethoven Piano-Sonatas integral

Michel Gaechter. Dimanche 15 mai à 16h30. Michel Gaechter
started in 2018 a serie of 10 concerts along 5 years to play  
the integrality of the 32 sonates by Beethoven for pianoforte.
For this concert : sonatas 28 et 29, on a  pianoforte by Johann
Schanz, Vienna 1823. Free entrance - collect.

by

❀ Eighth concert de «l’ÉCHANTILLON D’INTÉGRALE J. S. BACH»,
orgue, clavecin par Francis Jacob. Sunday, june the 12th at 16:30. Partial
integral? Yes, Francis Jacob (professor at the Conservatoire of Strasbourg)
does not unconditionally like the idea of integrals. But the perspective
of about ten concerts to explore the marvellous works by the «father
of the music» that, yes, with pleasure! Preludes and fugas, chorals by
Bach and other composers at the organ ; Preludes and Fugas from
well-tempered Keyboard at harpsichord. Free entrance - collect. Francis
Jacob will record videos of the pieces of the concert some time before
the concert, they will be on youtube, surch : « concert Francis Jacob »
and then « concert Francis Jacob 12 juin 2022»

Share-driving organisable, please contact us.

Informations : Association des Amis de l’Orgue de Saessolsheim
3 rue Neuve F-67270 Saessolsheim & 06 88 12 54 79 http://asamos.org
Partnership : thank you for their precious help to : •Région Grand-Est
•DRAC Grand-Est (ministère de la Culture) •Conseil Départemental du BasRhin/CEA •Commune de Saessolsheim •Consulat de Suisse •Crédit Mutuel

